INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
by not allowing the law of use to act till the run was over:
for otherwise the rat having once returned to P would keep
on doing so always.
Clearly then a Law of Satisfaction and Dissatisfaction is
essential to explain improvement Let us say that when a
blind alley has been already negotiated in the same run,
the chances are only 1 in 4 of the rat entering it, if again
'confronted with a dilemma of which that particular blind
alley is one horn. Start a second rat off on its first trial,
turning it to right or left by the head or tail of a penny at
each alternative, except that when a " previous " blind alley
is reached two successive heads (or two tails) are needed
before the rat enters* In an actual trial I obtain the
following:
PNVLZKEBOTCYUYCACXCACYSH
This has considerably shortened the ran : but if the reader
will actually make the experiment for himself he will see
that unless we add some device to represent reluctance to
return along an alley already traversed (other than the
blind alleys, already considered) there is great danger that
the rat, once reversed, will run backwards clean out at P
just because of his reluctance to enter blind alleys.
If the reader will in imagination put himself in the place
of the rat he will see that one difficulty is to recognize whether
any present alternative has been negotiated before, and to
recall which of the two paths was chosen. To get informa-
tion about this it is very helpful to try a maze oneself, but
without looking at the diagram, for that makes it too easy.
Try the following experiment on some friend, and later get
him to try ii on you after changing all the letters.
Give the following instructions :
I am going to ask you to find your way through a simple maze.
You will not be shown the maze, but I will ask you to choose between
a pair of letters which I will say to you, in order to see which turn
you take. Every tune you are ofiered such a choice, one of the
letters offered will stand for a bhnd alley from which, if you enter
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